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Company news 

 

British Land Company (BLND, 511p, £4,735m mkt cap)  

Leading UK commercial property investment, development and services group. HY (Sep) results and disposal. 

U-lying PBT -30%, £110m; IFRS loss after tax, £730m (HY 19, -£404m); u-lying EPS -35%, 10.5p; div -47%, 

8.4p. Portfolio valuation -7.3%, £10.3bn; EPRA TNAV -10%, 693p; LTV 36% (34%). Offices, 95% occupied; 

lettings and renewals 9% ahead of ERV; 97% of September quarter rent collected. All retail assets open; 95% 

occupied; deals 11% below previous passing rent; 62% of September quarter rent collected. Active capital 

recycling strategy continuing: £2.1bn assets sold since 2018, including £1.2bn in retail; transactions including 

superstore carve outs at retail centres; reinvesting proceeds into development opportunities including 

Norton Folgate and Canada Water. Dividends: Suspended temporarily in March. Going forward, dividends 

will be paid semi-annually as opposed to quarterly and will reflect the impact of development completions, 

acquisitions, disposals and trading conditions as they change over time, to maximise future strategic and 

financial flexibility. Outlook: In Offices, as a result of Covid-19 and Brexit related uncertainty, we expect 

customers to continue to defer decisions and extend existing leases where they can. Longer term, occupiers 

will focus on modern, high quality and sustainable space which allows people to work more flexibly.  

https://www.progressive-research.com/industry-updates/?analyst=&sector=38&published=all
https://www.progressive-research.com/research/?company=&sector=38&published=all


Already, we are seeing good interest in potential new space, from occupiers with demands three to five 

years.  In this context, our focus on mixed use London campuses, positions us well for this opportunity.  

Retail occupational markets are tough.  We will continue to be pragmatic in our approach to maximise 

occupancy and improve the sustainability of rents.  This is more easily achieved at retail parks, where 

operational performance is ahead of market.  With retail parks accounting for 48% of our retail portfolio, we 

are relatively well positioned in this respect.  Despite the macro backdrop, there are already clear signs that 

investment markets are rewarding long term, secure income. Simon Carter takes over from Chriss Grigg as 

CEO, as previously announced. Disposal:  Sale completed of Clarges Mayfair mixed-use development to Deka 

for £177m, 7.6% above the September 2020 valuation. The site was acquired in 2012 and the redevelopment 

was completed in 2017, delivering over 50,000 sq ft of office space, 34 ‘super prime’ apartments and nearly 

15,000 sq ft of retail. The offices and retail space are fully let.  

 

Breedon Group (BREE, 82p, £1,380m)  

UK and Ireland aggregates group. Trading update. Guidance: The board now expects u-lying EBIT for FY (Dec)  

to be at least £70m, ahead of current market expectations of £67m; YE net debt expected below £400m. 

Trading:  “The improving trends reported in September continued into the fourth quarter”, with revenues in 

both September and October ahead Y/Y, LFL. Revenue for the first 10 months of the year was £750m (2019: 

£800m), including three months contribution from the former CEMEX assets in the UK. Outlook: Covid-19 

and Brexit negotiations will create continued economic uncertainty and result in limited visibility on trading 

conditions going into next year. “Nevertheless, with forecasters expecting a further recovery in construction 

activity in GB and Ireland in 2021 and the UK and Irish governments making significant commitments to 

infrastructure spending, the outlook for our markets remains encouraging”. The group will also benefit from 

the integration of the former Cemex UK assets, along with initiatives to improve performance, anticipated to 

begin by the end of this year. FY results, 10 March.     

 

Speedy Hire (SDY, 51p, £81m)  

UK and Ireland tool, equipment and plant hire services provider. HY (Sep) results. Guidance: FY adj PBT 

expected to be towards the top end of analysts' expectations, £10 - 17m. Results: Rev -20%, £162m; EBITDA -

22%, £41.0m; adj PBT -64%, £5.9m; stat PBT -91%, £1.4m; adj EPS -65%, 0.9p; div 0p (HY 19, 0.7p). Net debt 

£57.8m (£85.1m). Current trading: Customer demand continues to improve, with UK and Ireland core hire 

revenue c.3.5% below October 2019; improved UK and Ireland asset utilisation, 60.2% (57.9%); second 

lockdown not materially impacting the group to date; further depot consolidations underway and continuing 

focus on cost control, delivering enhanced efficiencies. No staff on furlough post 30 September and no 

intention to further utilise Covid support schemes. Dividends: policy remains unchanged. Assuming current 

trading continues, the board intends to pay a dividend for the full year, taking into account the results for 

the year as a whole. Outlook: While conditions remain uncertain, utilisation has returned to 2019 levels and 

the business is well positioned and invested to take advantage as trading recovers to more normal levels”.  

 

Safestore Holdings (SAFE, 815p, £1,715m) 

UK-focused self-storage group, with stores in Paris, Barcelona and Netherlands. Q4 (Oct) trading update. 

Guidance: Adj FY EPRA EPS to be in line with boards expectations. Trading: Rev (constant exchange rates) 

+5.7% Y/Y (Q4), +7.0% (12m). Closing occupancy 79.5% (Q4 19, 77.0%); ave storage rate LFL, £, +0.4% (Q4), 



+2.0% (12 m). Outlook: “Covid continues to create uncertainty but we believe that the performance of the 

business through the crisis to date demonstrates the business model's resilience and we anticipate that the 

group is in a good position to withstand any ongoing challenges presented by the crisis”. 

 

Economic data 

 

House prices. UK house prices increased by 4.7% Y/Y in September, to £244,513, up from +3.0% in August 

2020, according to the most comprehensive industry survey, from the ONS (link). On a non-seasonally 

adjusted basis, average house prices in the UK increased by 1.7% between August 2020 and September 

2020, compared with a rise of 0.1% during the same period a year earlier. House price growth was strongest 

in England where prices increased by 4.9% in the year to September 2020; Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland rose by 4.3%, 3.8% and 2.4% respectively. The highest annual growth within the English regions was 

in the South West where average house prices grew by 6.4% Y/Y. The lowest annual growth was in the North 

East, where prices increased by 3.3% in the year to September 2020. Detached homes rose the most, +6.2%; 

flats the least, +2.0%. 

 

 

 

In other news … 

 

Social housing. The Government’s social housing white paper was published yesterday (link). The seven 

point charter includes: the Government working with industry and landlords to ensure every home is safe; 

greater accountability on landlords including repairs and complaints; higher quality homes and 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-house-price-index-summary-september-2020/uk-house-price-index-summary-september-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-social-housing-white-paper


neighbourhoods; and the ability to move up the housing ladder, should tenants’ circumstances allow. 

Viewpoint: The proposals, made against the backdrop of the Grenfell Fire, should raise service and 

accountability hurdles for private companies involved in the provision, management and maintenance of 

social housing – and this could accelerate consolidation in the sector.   

 

Green plan. Today’s green economic recovery plan includes committing over £500m to the development of 

mini nuclear power station technology, constructionenquirer.com (link). This will support Rolls Royce and its 

other engineering partners including BAM Nuttall and Laing O’Rourke advance ambitious plans to build up to 

16 mini-nuclear plants in the UK. The PM’s plan also includes an already pledged £1bn of investment into 

making new and existing homes more efficient and quadrupling offshore wind power to 40GW. 

 

Prime London housing. French buyers have accounted for the highest proportion of foreign buyers in prime 

London this year, according to researcher Astons, Property Week (link, paywall). To date, £8.1bn worth of 

property has been sold in Prime Central London, 41% of which is accounted for by foreign buyers, equating 

to £3.3bn. French buyers account for 11% of all prime transactions in the capital, £365m. Joint second are 

Hong Kong and USA, both with 9.2%. Chinese and Indian buyers, account for 8.3% and 7.3% respectively. 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close. 
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